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1990s



16th September 1991

Information Technology in the Law
The Decade of Change



16th September 1991

Information Technology in the Law
The Decade of Change



1st November 1994

Computers Assisting the Legal Systems
What Progress?



“For the moment the information 
superhighway for the law has some 
of the characteristics of a cart track”



17th February 1997

After the Woolf Report
Generating Change 

with Information Technology



12th November 1997

Information Technology
Towards an Integrated 

Criminal Justice System



20 years later …







four stages of acceptance 



1.  This is worthless nonsense.



2.  This is an interesting 
but perverse point of view.



3.  This is true 
but quite unimportant.



4. I have always said so.



mind-set







today’s legal market



more for less
new providers

technology



Stage Three
Disruption

Stage Two
Re-sourcing

Stage One
Denial



technology



1996



exponential growth
increasingly capable

increasingly pervasive
increasingly connected













there is no 
finishing line 



online courts



is court a service or a place?



Clear problems

• too costly
• too slow
• unintelligible
• too combative

• out of step in the Internet society



“You do not need a Rolls 
Royce to haul a water cart”



“2000 page user guide”



• a state-provided online dispute resolution service
• parties do not need to congregate physically
• judges receive evidence and arguments electronically
• judges communicate their decisions electronically
• a new, highly simplified set of rules and procedures
• affordable, quick, intelligible, proportionate

Online Courts



greater access to justice
at lower cost



judges without courtrooms
justice without lawyers









further examples

















legal education



what are we training 
young lawyers to become?



20th century lawyers?



in many UK law schools, 
the law is taught as it was 

in the 1970s



many law graduates in the UK
are ill-prepared for everyday legal 

work of today … still less for 
tomorrow



21st century lawyers



legal knowledge engineer
legal technologist

legal hybrid
legal process analyst
legal project manager
legal data scientist

R&D worker
ODR practitioner

legal management consultant
legal risk manager









we should provide 
aspiring lawyers at all stages 
at least with options to …

• study current and future trends in legal services
• learn 21st century legal skills that will support 

future legal work



final thoughts





people don’t want courts and lawyers
they want the outcomes courts bring



people don’t want courts and lawyers
they want the outcomes that 

courts and lawyers bring



the challenge
upgrading justice



the challenge
upgrading justice



to harness the power of existing 
and emerging technologies in 

comprehensively modernising our 
legal profession, court system, and 

law schools



to increase access to justice
to promote the rule of law








